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ODN Series Integrated Outdoor Cabinet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Floor-mounted or wall-mounted ZDHG-384F integrated connection cabinet is mainly used in bandwidth sink 

integrated connection project. The cabinet can install the integrated connection device such as DSLAM, ONU, 

etc. The product is applicable to the higher bandwidth service, bandwidth acceleration.   

FEATURES 

●High hardness, durable, total protection for all weathers, with its surface of epoxy resin powder spray process, good corrosion 

resistance. 

●The compartment inside is with foam insulation material, have good insulation effects. 

●Cabinets with battery storage cabin, can be configured with battery. The battery storage cabin adopts the total closed design, 

which can effectively prevent the acid gas which generated by the long term usage. 

●The Cabinet is with a reasonable straight fiber distribution channel, the strong and weak electricity is totally apart, which can 

avoid the mutual interference. 

 

Parameters Conditions 

Operating Temperature -40℃ ~ +55℃ 

 
Storage Temperature -40℃ ~ +70℃ 

 
Environment Humility ≤95﹪（+30℃） 

 
Atmosphere Pressure 70kPa ~ 106kPa 

 
Insertion Loss IL≤0.3dB (PC Type)； IL≤0.3dB (APC Type) 

Return Loss FC/PC≥40dB   FC/UPC≥50dB   FC/APC≥60dB 

Connector Service Life ＜0.1 dB after 1000 times plug in-out 

Insulation resistance between cabinet and its grounding device＞1000MΩ 

 
Voltage resistance between cabinet and its grounding device＞3000V(DC)/1min, no spark-through and no flash-over 
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ODN Series Integrated Outdoor Cabinet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ZDHG-1024C/CF type distribution cabinet is mainly used in integration access project, for installing DSLAM, 

ONU and other integrated devices. The product is applicable in high-bandwidth services, broadband 

speed-up, also in old city rebuilding. This mode network cost is much lower than FTTH and traditional cable 

reconstruction cost; it realizes the VOIP, broadband internet access services, high-definition TV service, 

CATV services, video telephony and other integrated services access, as well as used as distribution box in 

intelligent building wiring.  

FEATURES 

●Quality cold-rolling steel plate with high strength, durable, protection functions; Overall static coating on the surface, good 

corrosion-proof properties. 

●Double-layer structure and foam material enable the cabinet with good insulation and thermal insulation functions. 

●Reasonable wiring channel design and separated manage of the wiring avoids mutual interference in the cabinet. 

●19” standard devices and module installation, Pull-out type structure and full front operation structure, easy for maintenance. 

 

Parameters Conditions 

Operating Temperature -40℃ ~ +55℃ 

 
Storage Temperature -40℃ ~ +70℃ 

 
Environment Humility ≤95﹪（+30℃） 

 
Atmosphere Pressure 70kPa ~ 106kPa 

 
Insertion Loss IL≤0.3dB (PC Type)； IL≤0.3dB (APC Type) 

Return Loss FC/PC≥40dB   FC/UPC≥50dB   FC/APC≥60dB 

Connector service life ＜0.1 dB after 1000 times plug in-out 

Insulation resistance between cabinet and its grounding device＞1000MΩ 

 
Voltage resistance between cabinet and its grounding device＞3000V(DC)/1min, no spark-through and no flash-over 
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ODN Series MINI Outdoor Cabinet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SINDi's Mini Shelter is designed for outdoor communication base station with green energy-saving system, 

can be integrated with main active equipments, power supply, AC/DC power distribution equipment, 

environment monitoring system, batteries and grounding lightning proof device; It also can supply the 

function as power supply cabinet, battery cabinet, distribution cabinet and etc., it will help operators achieve 

site selection easily, save energy, reduce emission and deploy rapidly. Simultaneously it has a wealth 

temperature control scheme, (heat exchange, TEC, ventilation system for optional option), so it can provide 

different temperature control scheme for different model in order to save energy and reduce emissions 

efficiently. 

FEATURES 

●Metal framework and insulating sandwich board, beautiful shape, good thermal insulating properties. 

●Standard 19″, support the installation of all the other equipments which meet the installation requirement of the cabinet. 

●Standardized modular design, flexible configuration, easy expansion。 

●A variety of flexible temperature control solutions, can meet the temperature controldemand of all kinds of climate conditions. 

●Subdivision management, separate temperature control system, saving energy effectively. 

●Flexible installation way, support ready cabinet and bulk assembling on site, can establish a stationrapidly. 

 

No. Name Specification（H*L*W） Temperature Control Capacity allocation Remark 

1 Integrated Cabinet 2160*900*900 AC+DC TEC 22U+2 Battery holder On demand matching 

2 
Outdoor equipment 

cabinet 

2160*900*900 AC 40U On demand matching 

3 1760*900*900 AC 31U On demand matching 

4 1760*750*750 AC 31U On demand matching 

5 
Outdoor battery 

cabinet 

2160*900*900 TEC 4 Battery holder On demand matching 

6 1760*900*900 TEC 3 Battery holder On demand matching 

7 1760*750*750 TEC 3 Battery holder On demand matching 
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